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Iron oxides such as hematite (α-Fe₂O₃) play an important role in diverse fields ranging from biogeochemistry to photocatalysis. Here we perform calculations of both the electron and electron hole polaron structures and associated reorganisation energies for a series of bulk iron oxides: hematite (α-Fe₂O₃), lepidocrocite (γ-FeOOH), goethite (α-FeOOH) and white rust (Fe(OH)₂). Through the use of gap-optimized hybrid functionals and large supercells under periodic boundary conditions, we remove some of the complications and uncertainties present in earlier cluster model calculations. It is found that while the electron hole polaron in these materials generally localises onto a single iron site, the electron polaron localises across two iron sites of the same spin layer as a consequence of the lower reorganisation energy for electrons compared to holes. An exception to these trends is the hole of goethite, which according to our calculations does not form a localised polaron.

1 Introduction

With increasing environmental concerns, it is necessary to pursue more sustainable and more efficient materials. Iron oxides and oxyhydroxides are highly abundant, cheap and stable and have many properties such as visible spectrum band gaps which make them ideal candidates for photoelectrochemical applications. Hematite (α-Fe₂O₃) in particular has received much attention as a photoanode material for water splitting, however problems remain including low mobility and short carrier lifetimes due to electron–hole recombination. While there has been experimental14,15 and theoretical6–12 investigations of charge transport in these materials, a complete atomistic level understanding of their polaron structures is still lacking.

As these iron oxides are generally considered native n-type semiconductors,13 and are frequently doped with electron donors,7,14 the structure of the electron polaron has received much attention. In the small electron polaron model, supported by experiment,4 a conduction electron induces a localised lattice distortion that lowers its energy to the point that the electron becomes self-trapped. This reorganisation energy therefore acts to reduce the mobility of the electron. Subsequent electron transport occurs via thermally-activated hopping between iron sites, which has been studied by a number of groups.12–14

Some time ago, Rosso and co-workers11,12,15,16 performed pioneering calculations on small hematite clusters using Unrestricted Hartree–Fock (UHF), calculating an inner-sphere reorganisation energy of 1.30 eV for excess electron transfer between two neighbouring iron sites. An approximation of the polarisation of the full bulk crystal in response to the presence of the electron polaron, referred to as the outer-sphere reorganisation energy, was calculated from Marcus theory as 0.17 eV. Their results are consistent with the small electron polaron model, with the excess electron localising over a single iron atom. More recent work by Rosso and co-workers continues to support the small electron polaron,17,18 and other groups have also utilised cluster models with wavefunction methods with similar results.13

As a result of the treatment of holes as minority charge carriers, in addition to experimental challenges regarding the production of p-type hematite,19 the electron hole polaron has received less attention than the electron polaron in these materials. Early experimental work on hematite showed that the electron hole polaron has a higher activation energy and reorganisation energy than that of the electron polaron, attributing this to hole transport in narrow oxygen bands.20,21 However, more recent experimental work on the hematite photoanode observed two different electron hole polaron types: high energy O(2p) holes, and lower energy Fe(3d) holes.22 Computational studies are also frequently in disagreement, with cluster calculations by Rosso and co-workers supporting the Fe(3d) hole,11 while later calculations from Liao et al. using a similar methodology supported the O(2p) hole.19 Lee et al.14 performed calculations utilising the Hubbard U correction, a common approach to address the failings of semi-local Density Functional Theory (DFT) functionals in the treatment of...
strongly correlated Fe(3d) electrons, however were unable to identify any localised hole that was more stable than the delocalised one. Some groups have attempted to compare the possible Fe(3d) or O(2p) holes, with Ansari et al., recently using post Hartree–Fock methods on cluster models to support the O(2p) hole.

It is well known that polaron formation is very sensitive to the DFT functional used, in particular the amount of exact Hartree–Fock Exchange (HFX). UHF, used in previous calculations, is prone to overbinding of excess charge and may over-stabilise small polarons. Moreover, the cluster model that was often used has a number of shortcomings: artificial hydrogen atoms necessary for bond termination, and a lack of consideration of the strain imposed from the full bulk crystal. While some groups have performed bulk DFT+U calculations, these do not produce a uniformly good description of Fe(3d) and O(2p) centres, band gap and spin population of hematite.

With increasing efficiency of computer codes and platforms, it is now possible to study polaron formation in oxide materials using hybrid functionals and large supercells under periodic boundary conditions. In this way some of the complications and uncertainties introduced by cluster models are removed. Vitaly, in this work we use hybrid functionals with the fraction of HFX adjusted empirically to reproduce the experimental band gap. While this strategy is rather pragmatic, we believe it is also one of the most effective and accurate to date, allowing us to obtain new insight into the polaron structure of iron oxides.

We note that recently a non-empirical method for the choice of the fraction of exact exchange has been suggested for semiconductors, based on compliance with the generalized Koopmans condition (or ionization potential theorem), similar to the optimal tuning approach for finite molecular systems. Baer, Kronik and co-workers argued, however, that for systems subject to periodic boundary conditions Koopmans condition is obeyed in the limit of large supercells even for functionals that do not give the correct electronic structure (e.g. band gap). This implies that Koopmans condition cannot, in general, be used as a diagnostic for correct electronic structure for systems subject to periodic boundary conditions. It can however help to improve the functional performance in certain cases. This view is supported by our present calculations: our functionals with empirically adjusted exact exchange satisfy Koopmans condition for the periodic bulk oxides studied here, but so does the PBE functional despite the severe underestimation of the band gap for this functional.

While hematite has received the most attention due to its greatest electron mobility, other iron oxides and oxyhydroxides may also have similar photoelectrochemical applications and an equal understanding of their polaron structures is desirable. As such, calculations of the both the electron and electron hole polaron structures and associated reorganisation energies are performed for a series of iron oxides: hematite (α-Fe₂O₃), lepidocrocite (γ-FeOOH), goethite (ξ-FeOOH) and white rust (Fe(OH)₃). This series enables examination of a variety of structural effects including hydration state, hydrogen bonding and the valence of bulk iron. It is found that while the hole polaron in these materials generally localises onto a single iron site, the electron polaron localises across two iron sites of the same spin layer as a consequence of the lower reorganisation energy for electrons compared to holes. An exception to these trends is the hole of goethite, which according to our calculations does not form a localised polaron due to the energy penalty for disrupting the extended hydrogen bonding framework.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the Computational details of the calculations, Section 3 the Results for hematite, lepidocrocite, goethite and white rust (Sections 3.1–3.4) in addition to Finite size corrections (Section 3.5) and a Discussion of the results (Section 3.6). Generalizable effects across the iron oxide series are summarised in Section 4.

2 Computational details

All calculations were performed applying unrestricted DFT with a modified form of the range-separated hybrid functional HSE06, where the percentage of exact HFX is optimised to reproduce the experimental band gap for each iron oxide. Hybrid functionals have been shown to have greater accuracy in the description of electronic and structural properties of iron oxides such as hematite, at increased computational cost.

The basis set used was DZVP-MOLOPT-SR-GTH, with explicit treatment of Fe(3s, 3p, 3d, 4s) and O(2s, 2p) valence electrons only, with a multigrid cutoff of 400 Ry consistent with previous work in our group. To decrease the large computational cost of hybrid DFT calculations, the Auxiliary Density Matrix Method (ADMM) was used, with an auxiliary basis set of: cFIT11 for Fe, cpFIT3 for O and cpFIT3 for H. The Grimme D3 dispersion correction was used, although we note that our results are not dependent upon its inclusion. The CP2K code was used, with Γ point sampling of the Brillouin zone.

To allow for an examination of finite size effects, calculations for each iron oxide were performed on two different supercell sizes of around 150 atoms (1000 electrons) and 300 atoms (2000 electrons) with periodic boundary conditions. The exact supercells used are specified further below in the main text for each iron oxide.

Initial coordinates were taken from experimental crystal structures for hematite, lepidocrocite, goethite and white rust. The wavefunction was optimised for the experimental spin ground state, which are antiferromagnetic (AFM). We have verified for each oxide that this spin pattern gives the lowest electronic energy.

During the geometry optimisations structures, unless specified otherwise, were converged until the residual forces were smaller than 0.02 eV Å⁻¹. Unit cell parameters were fixed, and no symmetry restrictions were applied. In order to prevent bias of the system, no atom was specified as the initial guess for the removal or addition of an electron.

The reorganisation energy λ associated with polaron formation is calculated from Nelsen’s four-point method:

$$\lambda = \frac{\lambda_R + \lambda_O}{2},$$

(1)
where \( \lambda_o = E_o(R_o) - E_o(R_{\text{o}}) \) is the difference in energies between the oxidised states in their reduced \((E_o(R_o))\) and oxidised geometries \( (E_o(R_{\text{o}})) \), and \( \lambda_R = E_R(R_o) - E_R(R_{\text{o}}) \) is the difference in energies between the reduced states in their oxidised \( (E_R(R_o)) \) and reduced geometries \( (E_R(R_{\text{o}})) \).

For comparison of the extent of localisation for the different iron oxides, the change in spin moment was calculated from Hirshfeld analysis for the atoms over which the polaron localises.

The degree to which Koopmans condition is satisfied can be described as the nonlinearity

\[
\zeta = \begin{cases} 
E(N + 1) - E(N) - \varepsilon(N + 1) & \text{for electrons} \\
E(N) - E(N - 1) - \varepsilon(N) & \text{for holes} 
\end{cases}
\]  

(2)

where \( E(N) \) and \( \varepsilon(N) \) are the total energy and HOMO energy of a system with \( N \) electrons. The values obtained for \( \zeta \) are summarised in Table 1. While all functionals with exact exchange adjusted to reproduce the experimental band gap have a nonlinearity of no more than 0.04 eV (except for the lepidocrocite electron), the PBE functional performs just as well or even better despite the underestimation of the gap by more than 1 eV. Hence, in agreement with ref. 30, eqn (2) does not, in general, provide a sufficient condition for periodic solids.

We note that we have also examined the recently developed Strongly Constrained and Appropriately Normed (SCAN) meta-GGA functional. SCAN has received much interest due to its computational cost comparable to standard GGA functionals, while more accurately predicting important structural and electronic properties. However, it has been demonstrated that SCAN only slightly improves on PBE in regards to the band gap for most materials including hematite, and therefore we do not consider it here as an alternative to hybrid functionals.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Hematite \( \alpha-\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 \)

Hematite is a corundum type iron oxide, with a hexagonal structure where each iron(III) atom is octahedrally coordinated to six oxygen atoms. Previous studies have established that 12% HFX is able to recover the correct band gap, spin populations and geometry for hematite. Calculations were performed on two supercells: a 221 supercell composed of 120 atoms, and a larger 331 supercell composed of 270 atoms. Neutral geometry optimisation results in a structure in good agreement with experiment, where the two distinct planes of iron atoms that comprise an iron bilayer form average Fe–O bond lengths of 1.94 and 2.12 Å.

Fig. 1 shows the localisation of an excess hole for the smaller 221 supercell. When an electron is removed with electronic but no nuclear relaxation (referred to as the vertical state), the hole delocalises over the Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO). The HOMO is composed of both O(2p) and Fe(3d) \( \epsilon_o \) orbitals, as expected from crystal field theory and supported by experiment. The density of states is provided in the ESI. This results in a vertical state where 51% of the excess spin density is localised over parallel spin iron atoms, and following nuclear relaxation the majority of the excess hole localises over a single iron atom with an average contraction of the local Fe–O bond lengths of 0.069 Å. The contraction is larger for the longer Fe–O bonds, 0.094 Å in comparison to 0.044 Å, although it is clear that symmetry breaking is able to further lower the energy and therefore the contraction is anisotropic. The change in spin moment over this iron atom from the ground state neutral to charged relaxed state is 0.66 \( \mu_B \) for the 221 supercell, and 0.68 \( \mu_B \) for the larger 331 supercell. For the former the reorganisation energy calculated from eqn (1) is 0.29 eV, while the latter has a larger reorganisation energy of 0.36 eV as a result of greater lattice rearrangement. There is no qualitative difference

| Table 1 | Band gap and hole and electron nonlinearity for each iron oxide, calculated with PBE and HSE DFT functionals. Supercell size for hematite is 221 unless specified otherwise, for lepidocrocite is 613 and for goethite is 316. The experimental band gap for hematite is around 2.2 eV, lepidocrocite around 2.4 eV and goethite around 2.5 eV. |
|---------|-------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Hematite/eV | \( E_g \) | \( \zeta^a \) (h) | \( \zeta^a \) (e) |
| PBE | 0.89 | −0.01 | 0.00 |
| HSE(25%) | 3.62 | 0.11 | 0.27 |
| HSE | 2.17 | 0.03 | 0.03 |
| HSE(331) | 2.14 (331) | −0.01 (331) | −0.01 (331) |
| Lepidocrocite/eV | \( E_g \) | \( \zeta^a \) (h) | \( \zeta^a \) (e) |
| PBE | 3.15 | 0.03 | −0.16 |
| HSE(12%) | 2.34 | 0.02 | −0.12 |
| HSE(18%) | 3.33 | 0.05 | −0.02 |
| Goethite/eV | \( E_g \) | \( \zeta^a \) (h) | \( \zeta^a \) (e) |
| PBE | 2.52 | 0.03 | −0.04 |

\( a \) Eqn (2). \( b \) HSE(12%) for hematite, HSE(18%) for lepidocrocite and goethite.
in the localisation of the excess hole when doubling the supercell size. The formation of polaronic states within the band gap has been verified from the density of states and inverse participation ratio, see ESL.$^1$

Typically of greater interest for charge transport processes in these iron oxides is the structure of the electron polaron, which to the best of the authors knowledge has not previously been studied at this level of theory. The vertical state is shown in Fig. 2 and is consistent with the Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO), composed of Fe(3d) $t_{2g}$ character. Upon nuclear relaxation the excess electron localises over two iron atoms, with equal changes in spin moment of 0.23 $\mu_B$ and 0.24 $\mu_B$. This localisation pattern does not change for the larger 331 supercell, where the two iron sites have a change in spin moment of 0.24 $\mu_B$ and 0.25 $\mu_B$. The corresponding reorganisation energies are smaller than in the case of the excess hole: 0.19 eV and 0.22 eV respectively. This localisation pattern does not change for the larger 331 supercell, where the two iron sites have a change in spin moment of 0.24 $\mu_B$ and 0.25 $\mu_B$. The corresponding reorganisation energies are smaller than in the case of the excess hole: 0.19 eV and 0.22 eV respectively.

An important consideration is that the percentage of HFX has been optimised to reproduce the experimental band gap, and that this may alter the localisation behaviour. Therefore for completeness, the localisation patterns at 25% and 50% HFX have also been investigated for the excess electron. The value of 25% HFX is notable as this is the value used in HSE06, motivated from perturbation theory.$^{56}$ At this value the change in spin density reduces significantly over one of the iron sites, resulting in a change in spin moment of 0.50 $\mu_B$ and 0.09 $\mu_B$ over the two iron sites. At 50% HFX the electron is fully localised, with a change in spin moment of 0.68 $\mu_B$ and 0.02 $\mu_B$. At these values of HFX the band gap rises to 3.6 eV and 6.4 eV respectively, and therefore it can be understood that only at unphysically high values of HFX does the electron localise over a single iron site as previously suggested in the literature. It has been confirmed that in restarting the HSE06(50%) structure with 12% HFX there is immediate electronic relaxation to the two iron site localisation, even without geometry re-optimisation.

3.2 Lepidocrocite $\gamma$-FeOOH

Lepidocrocite is a naturally occurring metastable iron oxyhydroxide, of interest for charge transport processes in addition to proton transfer as a consequence of its layered graphite-like structure.$^{57}$ The band gap of lepidocrocite calculated using HSE06(12%)-D3 is 1.4 eV, outside of the experimental range 2.1–2.4 eV.$^{32,58}$ The band gap for goethite is similarly underestimated, and as lepidocrocite and goethite are polymorphs it would be desirable to use the same value of HFX for both systems. Therefore the percentage of HFX is increased to 18%, in order to reproduce the experimental band gaps for both lepidocrocite and goethite. The two supercell sizes used are 313 (144 atoms) and 613 (288 atoms),$^{56}$ increased in the direction of localisation only in order to examine finite size effects.

There are a few notable differences between the experimental and neutral optimised geometries, a result of the experimental uncertainty regarding the hydrogen atom positions. Two space groups have been proposed for lepidocrocite: the centro-symmetric group $Cmc2$ where the hydrogen atoms occupy two positions either side of the Fe–O bond, and the $Cmc2$ group where the hydrogen atoms occupy only one of these positions (Fig. 3). A number of experimental papers quote either space group,$^{40,44,59}$ however it is clear that only the $Cmc2$ space group used in this work results in a physically meaningful structure. The $Pmc2$ space group structure containing alternating hydrogen bonds in adjacent layers is found to be energy-degenerate with $Cmc2$, as different layers will be weakly correlated. This may be a cause for the experimental identification of the space group as $Cmcn$, as the hydrogen atoms may occupy either space group with no energy penalty. These results are in good agreement with other computational studies.$^{57}$

Similar to hematite, the HOMO of lepidocrocite (Fig. 3) is composed of a mixture of O(2p) and Fe(3d) $e_g$ orbitals. In the hole vertical state 45% of the excess spin moment is over the iron atoms, with the remainder over the oxygen atoms. This is consistent with the density of states (Fig. S2, ESL†), with a lower Fe(3d) density at the valence band maximum in comparison to hematite. Following nuclear relaxation a single iron site emerges with a change in spin moment of 0.64 $\mu_B$, the same change observed for the hematite 221 supercell. With the larger 613 supercell the change in spin moment increases slightly to 0.65 $\mu_B$, and the average change in bond lengths increases slightly.

Fig. 2 Excess electron in hematite. (A) LUMO, (B) difference in spin density for vertical state, and (C) the relaxed state. The excess electron relaxes onto two parallel spin iron sites, with a positive increase in spin density caused by the addition of an anti-symmetric spin electron. The ESL† contains an alternate view of the lepidocrocite electron polaron.
from $-0.073 \text{ Å}$ to $0.080 \text{ Å}$. The largest change in bond lengths of $0.14 \text{ Å}$ is experienced by the two non-hydrogen bonded oxygen atoms of the same spin layer ($\pm c$ direction), and the smallest of $0.02 \text{ Å}$ is over the hydrogen bonded oxygen atoms ($-b$ direction). This increase in bond lengths is a consequence of the iron atom moving in the opposite direction to maximise orbital overlap with the in-plane oxygen atoms, as well as the inflexible hydrogen bonding network which leads to a low change in spin moment and bond lengths over the hydrogen bonded oxygen atoms. As such while the average change in bond lengths and spin moment over the iron atom is similar to the hematite $3 \times 3 \times 1$ supercell, the reorganisation energy of $0.59 \text{ eV}$ is much greater. See Section 3.6 for further discussion.

Upon nuclear relaxation the excess electron in the $3 \times 3 \times 1$ supercell localises across a single parallel spin layer composed of three iron atoms, a result of interaction with periodic self-images of the excess charge. The larger $6 \times 6 \times 1$ supercell (Fig. 4) is able to avoid these finite size effects with twice the number of atoms in this direction, leading to a two iron site localisation with equal changes in spin moment of $0.24 \mu_B$ and an average change in bond lengths of $0.063 \text{ Å}$ and $0.064 \text{ Å}$. The reorganisation energy for the $6 \times 6 \times 1$ supercell is $0.36 \text{ eV}$, higher than that of hematite ($0.22 \text{ eV}$). The ESIT‡ contains an additional view of the lepidocrocite electron polaron.

### 3.3 Goethite $2\text{-FeOOH}$

Goethite is the most thermodynamically stable iron oxhydroxide, isostructural with diasporite. In contrast to lepidocrocite, goethite is not a layered structure but one based upon oxo-bonded double-chains of iron octahedra. While experimental band gap data ranges from 2.1–2.5 eV, recent experiments favour 2.5 eV\cite{25} which is reproduced with HSE06(18%)-D3. In addition to the same HFX value, the same supercell sizes are also constructed from experimental data to ensure fair comparison of the two polymorphs lepidocrocite and goethite.\cite{26}

The neutral geometry optimisation of goethite has been challenging, as the structure becomes easily distorted along the Fe–O chains with fragile hydrogen bonding. The O–H bond lengths from X-ray diffraction experiments are calculated as $0.88 \text{ Å}$, while the HSE06(18%)-D3 optimised value is $0.99 \text{ Å}$. This is in agreement with other computational studies,\cite{26} and is attributed to lack of sensitivity to hydrogen atoms present in X-ray diffraction experiments. It has been confirmed that the hydrogen bonding distances are not strongly dependent on the inclusion of the D3 dispersion correction.

The HOMO of goethite in Fig. 5 is consistent with the other iron oxides studied, a mixture of O(2p) and Fe(3d) $e_g$ orbitals. The structure of the hole polaron however is very different, remaining fully delocalised even after nuclear relaxation. In order to verify this unexpected result a number of different initial conditions have been tested, including restarting the optimisation from a localised state from a higher percentage of HFX. While increasing the amount of HFX to 50% does not lead to spontaneous localisation for the $3 \times 3 \times 1$ supercell, for the smaller $3 \times 3 \times 1$ supercell the excess hole localises across a row of oxygen atoms. A similar dependency on the fraction of HFX has been observed in hematite and lepidocrocite, as well as in the literature,\cite{24} where at high values of HFX the hole localises over oxygen atoms. Fig. 6 shows how restarting this localised state at 18% HFX immediately results in delocalisation of the excess hole. Following nuclear relaxation, the hole fully delocalises across the parallel spin layers with a relaxation energy of $\sim 1 \text{ eV}$.

A final confirmation of the lack of excess hole localisation in goethite can be found from an analysis of the local force constants, where in the vertical state each unique oxygen atom is displaced up to 5% (around 0.1 Å) along the corresponding Fe–O bond. For both the neutral and excess hole state these fit well to the harmonic approximation $\Delta E = \frac{1}{2} k \Delta r^2$ (RMSE $< 2 \text{ meV}$). This is strong contrast to lepidocrocite, where for the excess hole there is a decrease in energy for displacement along the Fe–O–Fe bonds up to 0.06 Å (same spin plane) and 0.02 Å (out of spin plane). The attractive region present in lepidocrocite demonstrates how the decrease in local bond lengths leads...
to a lower energy localised state, which does not occur in goethite. As such, it can be stated with some confidence that the lack of excess hole localisation in goethite is not a methodological problem but an example of the importance of electronic structure and geometry in determining the behaviour of different polymorphs. A final result from this force constant analysis is that there is no decrease in energy for displacement of the Fe–OH bonds in lepidocrocite, suggesting that the energy penalty for disrupting the hydrogen bonding framework is greater than the decrease in energy from polaron formation. This appears to be the case in both lepidocrocite and goethite. See Section 3.6.2 for further discussion.

Similar to lepidocrocite, the localisation of the excess electron in the larger 316 supercell results in a two iron site localisation with changes in spin moment of 0.25 $\mu_B$ and 0.26 $\mu_B$ (Fig. 7). The subsequent reorganisation energy is 0.35 eV, within numerical error of lepidocrocite at 0.36 eV.

### 3.4 White rust Fe(OH)$_2$

White rust is a highly unstable iron oxyhydroxide, isostructural with brucite, with a layered structure of iron atoms in octahedral coordination with oxygen separated by non-bonded hydrogen atoms.$^{61-64}$ In contrast to previous oxides all iron atoms have formal oxidation state (II) rather than (III) in the neutral state, and therefore only the electron hole polaron is considered. To the best of the authors knowledge this is the first work to perform DFT calculations of white rust, although Rosso and co-workers have studied white rust with a similar methodology to their cluster calculations of hematite using Hartree–Fock.$^{65}$

While the crystal structure and antiferromagnetic spin pattern have been determined experimentally,$^{42}$ the band gap has not been verified. From the white colour it should be expected that the band gap exceeds 3.1 eV (violet light), and an experimental study using ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy indicates that the band gap may be around 3.5 eV.$^{66}$ As such white rust has been examined using a range of HFX values, including 29% which reproduces the band gap of 3.5 eV. The mixed spin state and non-bonded interactions make this a very challenging system to model, requiring tight wavefunction convergence and a robust conjugate gradient optimiser. As such, the available system size is limited to a 90 atom 332 supercell. A careful optimisation for the neutral state results in a structure in good agreement with experiment,$^{42}$ the only notable difference with the increase in O–H bond lengths from 0.90 Å to 0.96 Å.

Fig. 8 shows the HOMO of white rust, composed of entirely Fe(3d) character. At 14% HFX, with a band gap of 2.1 eV, the excess hole fully delocalises. As the percentage of HFX increases the excess hole converges to the single iron site localisation, where Fig. 8 shows the results at 29% HFX with a change in spin moment of 0.62 $\mu_B$ and a reorganisation energy of 0.47 eV. We note that the residual forces could only be converged to 0.08 eV Å$^{-1}$, which may be exacerbated by the small supercell size where only up the nearest neighbour iron atoms are included.

### 3.5 Finite size corrections

As calculations become unfeasible for supercells larger than the ones used here, the computed reorganisation energies need to be corrected for finite size effects. In previous work on electron transfer between F-center polarons in MgO it was possible to calculate $\lambda$ for a series of unit cells of increasing size and to extrapolate to an infinite cell size using a Marcus-like functional form for reorganisation energy.$^{67,68}$ Unfortunately, this strategy is not possible in current work since, due to the more demanding electronic structure calculations, we have data for only two cells sizes. Here we partition the reorganisation energy into inner-sphere $\lambda_i$ and outer-sphere $\lambda_o$ contributions: the inner-sphere accounts for the local changes in bond lengths, while the outer-sphere accounts for the polarisation of the surrounding environment:

$$\lambda = \lambda_i + \lambda_o.$$  \hfill (3)

It is the outer-sphere reorganisation energy contribution that needs to be corrected for finite size effects. Some time ago, Sprik and co-workers$^{69}$ derived an expression for the outer-sphere reorganisation free energy for a half reaction in periodic boundary conditions as a function of the unit cell length:

$$\lambda_o(L) = \frac{(q_o - q_p)}{2} \left( \frac{1}{\varepsilon_{op}} - \frac{1}{\varepsilon_{el}} \right) \left( \frac{1}{R} + \frac{e^2}{L} \right).$$  \hfill (4)

This equation is derived for a periodically replicated spherical ion in a cavity with radius $R$ and surrounded by a dielectric with
optical and static dielectric constants $\varepsilon_{\text{opt}}$ and $\varepsilon_{\text{stat}}$; $\xi = -2.837$ is the Madelung constant, and $q_O$ and $q_A$ are the charge of the ion in oxidised and reduced states. Since the bulk calculations performed in this paper yield the total reorganisation energy, not separated into inner and outer-sphere contributions, the question is now how to apply this equation to estimate a finite size correction to the DFT results.

Taking experimental values for the dielectric constants ($\varepsilon_{\text{opt}} = 6.85$, $\varepsilon_{\text{stat}} = 22.35$) and the cube root of the supercell volume for $L$ (neglecting deviations from cubic symmetry), there remain two unknown parameters: $\lambda_i$ and $R$. We determine their values by minimising the root-mean-square-error (RMSE) between the DFT reorganisation energy and eqn (3), using eqn (4) for $\lambda_{\text{eff}}$ for the two different supercells for which calculations were carried out. Using the example of the excess hole in hematite, we obtain a finite range of values for which the RMSE is at a minimum: $R = 2.15–2.40$ Å, slightly larger than typical Fe–O bonds, with $\lambda_i = 0.16–0.19$ eV. Inserting these parameters into eqn (3) and (4) and taking the limit $L \Rightarrow \infty$ gives the finite size corrected reorganisation energy of $\lambda = 0.49$ eV. A similar procedure is carried out for all iron oxides adopting the same dielectric constants as for hematite due to a lack of experimental values and to facilitate comparison. The outer-sphere reorganisation energy for the excess electron is smaller than that of the excess hole, $0.21–0.23$ eV compared to $0.30–0.33$ eV. This is consistent with the larger cavity radius $R = 3.2–3.5$ Å found for the excess electron, equal to the radius of the two iron site localisation (3.3 Å). The finite size corrected reorganisation energies are summarised in Table 2, except for white rust as the supercell is not large enough to avoid other effects not considered in this approximation.

It is noted that while the electron hole polaron is well described by the spherical approximation, for the excess electron due to the two iron site localisation the polaron becomes more elliptical in shape and therefore deviates from this approximation. Further, the finite size correction is sensitive to the values of the dielectric constants used. For example using the dielectric constants used by Rosso et al. ($\varepsilon_{\text{opt}} = 9$, $\varepsilon_{\text{stat}} = 25$) reduces the hematite electron polaron reorganisation energy from 0.37 eV to 0.32 eV. While their static dielectric is taken from a standard mineralogy textbook, their optical dielectric is approximated as the square of the index of refraction for hematite. As such, the limited experimental data available for these iron oxides makes such a finite size correction somewhat uncertain.

### 3.6 Discussion

#### 3.6.1 Electron two site localisation

Before we discuss reorganisation energy of the oxides in more detail, we note that they are much smaller ($\sim 0.5$ eV) than for transition metal aquo-ions in aqueous solution (about 2–3 eV). The difference is most likely related to the contrast between the steric strain of the crystal environment compared to the higher degrees of conformational freedom among solvating water molecules as well as the significantly higher optical dielectric constant of the iron oxides compared to water.

Much of the current understanding of electron small polaron formation originates from pioneering cluster model calculations supporting the view that the excess electron is localised on a single iron atom. Twenty years on, such calculations can now be carried out for extended supercells in periodic boundary conditions, which removes some of the well-known deficiencies of cluster models: the presence of artificial hydrogen atoms necessary for termination of the dimer cluster, and the neglect of strain effects present in the bulk crystal. Moreover, UHF, which tends to overbind excess electrons is replaced with a hybrid functional with empirically tuned exact exchange. The result is a significantly smaller reorganisation energy to the extent that the excess electron localises over two rather than one iron atom. We have also carried out similar cluster model calculations using HSE06(12%), finding reorganisation energies more than twice as large as in the bulk.

### Table 2

Reorganisation energies, changes and in bond lengths and spin moments for the localisation of an excess hole and electron in each iron oxide. Reorganisation energies are shown for each supercell size and for the infinite extrapolation, denoted in brackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hematite</th>
<th>Lepidocrocite</th>
<th>Goethite</th>
<th>White rust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Excess hole</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reorganisation energy $\lambda$/eV</td>
<td>0.29 (221)</td>
<td>0.36 (331)</td>
<td>0.49 (\infty)</td>
<td>0.47 (332)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average change Fe–O bond lengths/Å</td>
<td>$-0.069$ (221)</td>
<td>$-0.070$ (331)</td>
<td>$-0.080$ (613)</td>
<td>$-0.090$ (332)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in Fe spin moment/μB</td>
<td>0.60 (221)</td>
<td>0.64 (313)</td>
<td>0.65 (613)</td>
<td>0.62 (332)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Excess electron</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reorganisation energy $\lambda$/eV</td>
<td>0.19 (221)</td>
<td>0.22 (331)</td>
<td>0.37 (\infty)</td>
<td>0.36 (613)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average change Fe–O bond lengths/Å</td>
<td>$+0.026, +0.028$ (221)</td>
<td>$+0.027, +0.030$ (331)</td>
<td>$+0.063, +0.064$ (613)</td>
<td>$+0.045, +0.055$ (316)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in Fe spin moment/μB</td>
<td>0.23, 0.24 (221)</td>
<td>0.24, 0.25 (331)</td>
<td>0.24, 0.24 (613)</td>
<td>0.25, 0.26 (316)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Eqn (1).
indicating that it is mostly the missing steric strain in the cluster models that cause the large reorganisation energies. An important consideration in the comparison of our reorganisation energy to that of Rosso and co-workers,\textsuperscript{11} 0.37 eV compared to 1.47 eV for the hematite electron polaron, is that these are for distinct but conceptually inter-related processes. Their calculations correspond to electron transfer between neighbouring iron sites, involving two simultaneous distortions, which is related to twice of our reorganisation energy (0.73 eV). As electron transfer between neighbouring sites should be stabilised in comparison to electron injection and removal at infinite distance, it would be expected that their lambda value is slightly lower than twice of our lambda value. Hence our current calculations suggest that the reorganisation energy for excess electrons are more than a factor of 2 smaller than previously thought.

Viewed from the perspective of electron transfer theory (\textit{i.e.} in the diabatic representation of electronic states), our results mean that the electronic coupling matrix element, $H_{ab}$, between Fe$^{II}$ and Fe$^{III}$ is greater than half of the reorganisation energy, which leads to instability of the diabatic states such that the transition state of electron transfer theory becomes the minimum.\textsuperscript{76} We have not generated the diabatic states for electron transfer in this work, but our results obtained here for the adiabatic ground state suggests $H_{ab} > \frac{\lambda}{2}$.

3.6.2 Hole delocalisation in goethite. One of the most surprising findings of this work is that the excess hole does not localise in goethite. The density of states for the two polymorphs lepidocrocite and goethite are very similar (see ESIT†), and so this is not due to a lack of available states for localisation but instead a consequence of the extended hydrogen bonding network.

In lepidocrocite there are two distinct oxygen environments: the hematite-like oxygen atoms within the layers with four O–Fe bonds, and the hydrogen bonded oxygen atoms linking the layers with two O–Fe bonds and two hydrogen bonds. It is found that these hematite-like oxygen atoms undergo a larger change in bond lengths and spin moment in comparison to the hydrogen bonded oxygen atoms, due to the inflexible hydrogen bonding framework in the charged state. Indeed, from force constant analysis there is no decrease in energy for displacement of the Fe–OH bonds in the vertical state for lepidocrocite. This effect is more pronounced in goethite, where every oxygen atom is hydrogen bonded. The energy gained from polaron formation in hematite is around 8 kcal mol$^{-1}$, on the same energy scale as that of a hydrogen bond (5–10 kcal mole$^{-1}$). Therefore in goethite there are two competing effects: the lowering of energy due to polaron formation, and the energy cost of disrupting/breaking the extended hydrogen bonding framework. As such, the excess hole remains delocalised in goethite.

This hole delocalisation in goethite should be experimentally testable, as the band conduction of holes would have a temperature dependent signature that does not fit the classical small polaronic hopping model.

3.6.3 Trend of reorganisation energy. While it has been found that the extent of excess charge localisation is similar across the studied iron oxides, there are differences in the reorganisation energies that merit discussion. Hematite has consistently the lowest reorganisation energy and average change in bond lengths of the iron oxides, a consequence of the local bonding environment. In hematite there are two distinct bond types around each iron atom, splitting the iron bilayer into two distinct planes of iron atoms leading to Fe–O bonds of 1.94 Å and 2.12 Å. This allows the excess hole or electron a large amount of freedom to localise, which is not present in lepidocrocite or goethite where the localisation is much more heavily restricted by the local bonding environment. This can be seen clearly by comparing the localisation of the excess hole between hematite, where the hole is able to localise freely over the oxygen atoms, to lepidocrocite where the hole is forced largely onto only two oxygen atoms. As such, lepidocrocite experiences a much larger hole reorganisation energy than hematite. White rust is likely an intermediate between these two extremes, having less freedom than hematite but more then lepidocrocite as the excess hole is forced to localise isotropically over the six coordinated oxygen atoms due to the hexagonal crystal symmetry.

Due to the reduced extent of localisation the reorganisation energy for the excess electron is lower, by around a factor of 1.5. The same trend appears as for the excess hole, where the same change in spin moment is experienced but with a greater reorganisation energy for lepidocrocite and also now for goethite. The localisation of the excess electron in hematite across two iron sites within the same sublayer is the cause for the smaller change in bond lengths, as in order to maximise the orbital overlap between the iron atoms two of the longer Fe–O bonds contract (see Fig. 2). The reorganisation energies for lepidocrocite and goethite are within numerical error, and the smaller change in bond lengths for goethite is likely a result of the interaction of the different spin layers. While the excess electron in goethite localises partially over the oxygen atoms of the opposing spin layer, this occurs with no change in bond length as this would have a high energy penalty. In lepidocrocite the LUMO has greater overlap with the oxygen atoms in the $\pm b$ direction, and while the oxygen atoms in this direction are more strongly associated with the opposing spin layer there is still some contribution from this spin layer which allows for a change in bond lengths. This is similar to hematite where the oxygen atoms are shared by both spin layers. These findings are consistent with experimental observations, where hematite has the highest electron mobility among the examined iron oxides.

3.6.4 Band edge positions. In addition to reorganisation energies, the four point scheme used in this work also provides the ionisation potentials and electron affinities. While their absolute values have no physical meaning under periodic boundary conditions, Fig. 9 shows the vertical and adiabatic ionisation potentials and electron affinities shifted to reproduce the experimental conduction band minimum of hematite, around $-4.88$ eV.\textsuperscript{55,77,78} The vertical ionisation potential (IP) is
defined from the excess hole calculations as $IP_v = E_O(R_0) - E_R(R_0)$ and the adiabatic ionisation potential as $IP_{ad} = IP_v - \lambda_O$, with the vertical electron affinity (EA) and adiabatic electron affinity defined similarly from the excess electron calculations:

$$EA_v = E_O(R_0) - E_R(R_0), \quad EA_{ad} = EA_v - \lambda_R.$$

As the ionisation potential only changes by 0.01 eV between the hematite 221 and 331 supercells, no finite size correction has been applied as this is negligible in comparison to the differences in energy between the iron oxides. Indeed, the finite size correction for charging an ion in periodic boundary conditions with parameters modelling the current oxides gives negligible values due to the fast decay of that correction, proportional to the volume of the simulation cell.\(^{79}\)

To the best of the authors knowledge there are no experimental values available for comparison of the IP’s and EA’s for lepidocrocite and goethite, although empirical estimates from electronegativity calculations give a conduction band minimum of $-5.08$ eV for FeOOH.\(^{55}\) In this work we calculate the conduction band minimum for lepidocrocite as $-7.84$ eV, and for goethite as $-6.75$ eV. As one of the requirements for use in a photoelectrochemical cell for water splitting is that the conduction band and valence band levels straddle the water redox potentials,\(^{77}\) our calculations suggest that lepidocrocite and goethite are not suitable for use in water splitting applications.

4 Conclusions

In this work both the electron and hole polaron structures and associated reorganisation energies and band edges have been calculated for a series of bulk iron oxides. Through use of a simple continuum model the reorganisation energies for an infinite supercell has been estimated from full periodic DFT calculations, verified to reproduce important electronic and structural properties. While the polaron structures and extent of charge localisation remains largely consistent across the studied iron oxides, except for the hole in goethite, hematite has consistently the lowest reorganisation energy in agreement with its experimental electron mobility.

The calculation of hole polaron structures reveals a lack of localisation of the excess hole for goethite, as a result of the energy penalty for disrupting the extended hydrogen bonding framework. This may make this material a promising candidate as a hole conducting material. It would be of interest to verify this prediction, such as by temperature dependent hole conductivity measurements.

Electron polaron calculations consistently produce a two iron site localisation of the excess electron for all studied iron oxides and oxyhydroxides, contrary to previous understanding of the small electron polaron in these materials. Calculations from hematite dimer clusters have been demonstrated to lead to an overestimate of the reorganisation energy and an over-binding of the excess electron to a single iron site, and the importance of reproducing both the experimental structural and electronic properties (i.e. band gap) has been emphasised.

To the best of the authors knowledge these are the highest level calculations performed for these materials, and as such these results should provide new insights into polaron formation and charge transfer.
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